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How to draw cartoon characters step by step

Supercoloring.com - free printable coloring pages for children, drawing tutorials, dot to dots and silhouettes. Supercoloring.com is a great fun for all ages: for boys and girls, children and adults, teens and toddlers, preschoolers and older children at school. Take your imagination to a new realistic level! Choose a color
page that best suits your ambition. Here you will find hard and detailed patterns, advanced animal drawings, simple coloring or simple contours. Children are the main audience when they refer to the comics. A good cartoonist is one who can extract the main details of an object or human and simplify in shapes so that a
child can recognize and be attracted to what they are looking at. Studied infant perception that masters like Walt Disney, Hanna &amp; Barbera, Chuck Jones, Jim Henson, Walter Lantz and many others have enchanted the world with their magical and eternal characters. My role here is to get you to understand the right
way to mount this puzzle and definitely learn how to build some character from the techniques presented. I guarantee you will be shocked at how easy it is to create a cartoon expression that children (and adults) will love! For some inspiration, take a look at hundreds of character designs at Envato Elements. Or for a
shortcut, try a character creation set! Cartoon character creation setSEdething human perception Man has a very interesting function: we can synthesize the details that make up a structure or object in very complex ways to very basic and simple. In this way we can represent all kinds of things through some curves and
geometric shapes. Can you tell me if the two images below represent the same object? Strange as it may seem, you can look at the two pictures and say it's a car. What happens is that, unlike artists, most people can't tell from memory all the details that make up a car, a dog or even a child. So they begin to associate
very basic and primitive shapes with the specific characteristics of each object. How many children of 4, 5 or 6 years came from school with a drawing of two circles and some toothpicks on a piece of paper and said: It's Mom and Dad!? You don't want to keep drawing like that, do you? So, let's get our hands dirty and
make some cartoon faces! 1. Create our first character The basic cartoon form is a circle. Circle is all you need (besides love, of course). It is from the circle that you define the basic proportions of the character's head. When the circle is ready, it's time to track the facial axis. Draw a vertical and horizontal line that
crosses the middle, as in the image below: Step 1 To make the eyes, draw an oval shape with a small tilt to the side at the top. Repeat on the opposite side. It is important to leave a gap between them of about the same size as an eye. As we are in another eye in the middle to serve as a target. Step 2 At the top of the
circle, slightly thicker the property that will be the eyelashes of our character. Place your eyebrows slightly above the eyelashes to use a kind of surprising expression. The eyebrow shape is free, and with practice you will adapt to your own style. Draw both students aimed at the center (this is a highly effective tactic used
by major cartoonists whose sole purpose is to make our characters look sweeter). Tip: To give more life and realism in our eyes you can draw a small line under them to simulate a kind of wrinkle. This is another very interesting tactic that adds a special touch to our facial expressions. Step 3 We came in the most
creative freedom in the whole course. Think of it this way: In cartoon style design, the main structure of a face is the skull and eyes of the character. It is at the stage where you define the identification with the outer world, IE, it is already clear to people that you are drawing a sign. Now that we get to the jaw, we will
decide whether we want a fat character or a thin one. May be old, young and so on. My character wants to be a young one. So, let's design a real jaw for him. Step 4 When designing a nose seen from the front, it is common not to use many details. If you simply draw the tip, it is likely that it already achieves a convincing
effect. It is also very common detailing to draw only one side of the nose, from the idea that this is the opposite side of the light. Let's put the right nose on our character. Step 5 As our character is a child, we will make a cartoon mouth: something simple just to represent an expression of innocence. Note that when
drawing a small child's mouth, the lips should not be pulled! In comic style, children, regardless of gender, have fairly simple mouths. A good and expressive track already does the job. Step 6 The ears are seen from the front (because our character faces the camera), so that the internal cavities do not appear. Then we
will do only a simple form using some basic perspective (more on that later). Step 7 The shape of our skull is already defined by the circle we did at the beginning, right? So we just need a very simple and childish haircut to bring our boy to life. Let's do it now. I don't know how to draw hair! Help! Lightweight, simple ...
There's nothing to fear. No need to be a stylist or fashion designer to create the perfect hair. It's not a proper way to draw hair, so you have to try until you create the ideal hairstyle you want. Just remember that hair is responsible for defining the personality of our characters. Oddly enough, hair can express age, rebellion,
conservatism... amazing, right? Speaking of which... what is your hairstyle?! Oh, forget... An accurate and quick way to draw cartoon hair is to search photo references online! Yes all the time: take a fashion magazine or try a Google search. After finding the ideal style, put the image as a reference next to the drawing
board (or tablet) and start creating a cartoon and simplified version of it. Well, it looks like we completed our character successfully! Congratulations! Now let's play a little more and create a completely different character that utilizes the same template we used for little Tommy (yes, I created a name for him). 2. Make an
older character step 1 As usual, let's start with your eyes. This time we will draw faster, adding wrinkles, eyebrows and eye pupils. Note that we have not changed much, we have only raised eyebrows a little. Older men have thicker eyebrows, occupy more space on the forehead. Eyelashes make no difference in men,
they are always pulled in the same way. Step 2 We will increase the chin a little this time. Try something like this. Our character is already with a different look! This is very good. We will continue to choose the ideal nose for it. Step 3 After what we did before, let's make the nose. This time I will make a completely
different nose from before: notice that the ends of the nose are located very close to the bottom of the eyes. This is an effective technique to use when designing larger and wider noses. The idea is always to exaggerate to get a good result! Speaking of overkill, let's eliminate the mouth of our character in favor of another
object... Step 4 I decided to use a different technique now: instead of drawing the mouth, we just want to draw a large mustache to create a better persona for our character. Made! A big and exaggerated mustache for our old friend! Step 5 Remember what I said about hair helps to represent age and personality? Check
it out. We just added some side hair and left him bald on top. It's amazing how it creates a completely different look, right? Also note that I took the same ear from Tommy, our beloved boy. That's the advantage of working with templates. It's the magic of the comic! I think our friend is a mad scientist! 3. Create a female
character I do not know ... I think Tommy needs a sister! He's been very lonely out there. Let's make a sister for him now, as if by magic: Hey!!! How did you do it so fast? Very simple ... Women have more delicate facial structures. Follow the step-by-step instructions below: Thin eyebrows; Larger and expressive
eyelashes; Thinner chin; Small nose with minor details; Long hair (use a real reference and choose any style you want). That's all. These are all changes you need to make. Besides, I took everything I could from Tommy, her brother. After all, they're siblings, aren't they? Once you start to feel more comfortable, you can
slowly create some more realistic details for your characters. As larger students... 4. Facial expressions We are ready to add more emotions to our beloved Lucy (yes, that's her name). withdraw her after receiving the news that their school holidays have come to an end ... Again, we achieve something completely
different just to add two things: the tears and the new shape on her mouth! Isn't that amazing?! Now let's get back to Tommy and ask him what he thinks about it: Hmm... I have a feeling tommy's planning something! Note that I have completely changed his expression just by following the steps below: To make one
eyebrow lower than the other; Cutting the eyes in half with the eyelashes; Add a smile (one side is higher, after the eyebrow); Moves up the eye pupils to stay under the eyelashes. And that's all! We got the expected result with only these few changes. Hair, ears, nose, chin and the circular shape of the eyes are the
same! As simple as that! 5. Profile view Draw the template below again. Now we learn how to make Tommy and Lucy from the profile view: we will fit the face of both now: Note that in profile is the ear that remains in the center of the circle. Pay attention to the main differences in structure when comparing them side by
side. Pay attention to these details when drawing male and female characters: Tommy's eyebrows are thicker Lucy's chin is slightly projected in front of the face Lucy's nose is thinner and pointed; Lucy has large and feminine eyelashes. 6. Play with angles eyes, nose, mouth, ears ... all the details that make up the face
change its shape when they appear from different angles. It is very common to see cartoon characters looking at all possible directions with different camera angles, because they have to react to situations and objects around them. This helps to bring them more to life! Note how the eye format is simplified when
converted to cartoon. See it in red the oval shape as opposed to the circular shape of the real eye. The real nose consists of several cartilage. Note how the shape is drastically simplified in the comic book. It is important to understand how the mouth behaves at different angles. Remove excess detail and try to keep only
the basic shape of the lips. The ears are also dramatically simplified. Now we're going to put into practice everything we've learned so far... Below is a basic template (circles only and directional guides) where we can practice our drawing skills in different positions: Let's mark the eyes in different directions for each one of
the circles ... Let's add some random jaws, with different sizes and shapes... It's up to you now. I guess you can go alone and explore the techniques I gave you to complete the drawings. Keep in mind that the cartoon style has two premises: Simplify facial details in rounded shapes; Exaggerate your facial expressions.
When you managed to outline the direction of your eyes and have chosen the right chins, try to use your creativity to build how many faces you want. You can be sure that if you at least 10 minutes per per of the techniques presented here, drawing cartoon faces will be as natural for you as breathing. Let's summarize! To
reinforce what I talked throughout the tutorial, let's remember the right steps to draw cartoon faces: Create a circle that will represent the skull of our character; Set the direction your character should look at and draw the guidelines. Make the outline of the eyes in an oval form; Draw the eye pupils (make them point to the
nose, if you want a cute character). Do not forget about the eyelashes; Choose the right eyebrow, depending on the age and gender of your character; Draw a suitable jaw; Draw simplified ears; Search haircut styles in Google (or a magazine) and use it as a guide reference for your sketch; Celebrate! Below is my
version: Example of how to use the same template to build different emotions. Note that only eyelashes and eyebrows were changed. Nothing more!!! 7. Research Multiple ethnicities We are nearing the end of our training. As a final tip, I would urge you to continue experimenting with facial expressions and, whenever
possible, to invest more in studies of the face. Learn how the eyes and mouth behave in different situations. Take a look at different ethnicities and the most important features. For example, those of black ethnic origin have a slightly flat nose and more rounded cheekbones. Whenever possible, try to give a little more
realism to your characters. Observe the behavior of people in real life. Look at photos, study your favorite artist's style, or search for inspiration online. It is when we look to real life that we can extract quality information for our drawings. But remember: observing the real world does not mean copying! You want your
character to be unique and not a copy of reality, right? Great job! There's more to come! Now you know the basic techniques used by the best comic artists around the world. There's a lot more to come, and this is only a small fraction of the cartoon drawing guides I'm going to present to you. Next time, we're going to dig
deeper into comic expressions. Take what you learn here and work on your first signs. You can earn a nice page income that sells your character designs on GraphicRiver as you increase your skills. Continue to grow your artistic skills and you can earn a full-time income as a cartoonist. Explore different styles and skull
formats! Sky is the limit! Limit!
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